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Abstract
Dynamic simulation is a promising complement to kinematic motion synthesis, particularly in cases where sim-
ulated characters need to respond to unpredictable interactions. Moving beyond simple rag-doll effects, though,
requires dynamic control. The main issue with dynamic control is that thereare no standardized techniques that
allow an animator to precisely specify the timing of the motion while still providing natural response to exter-
nal disturbances. The few proposed techniques that address this problem are based on heuristically or manually
tuning proportional-derivative (PD) control parameters and do not generalize easily.
We propose an approach to dynamic character control that is able to honor timing constraints, to provide natural-
looking motion and to allow for realistic response to perturbations. Our approach uses traditional PD control
to interpolate between key-frames. The key innovation is that the parameters of the PD controllers are computed
for each joint analytically. By continuously updating these parameters overtime, the controller is able to respond
naturally to both external perturbations and changes in the state of the character.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

The acceptance of physical simulation as a standard compo-
nent in interactive entertainment and “serious” games brings
great possibilities to character animation. Although recent
work has made significant progress in the simulation of dy-
namic characters, current control methods are difficult to use
and require significant tuning for proper behavior. In this pa-
per, we provide a practical solution to two troubling facets
of physical characters: natural response to perturbations and
precise timing control.

Small physical disturbances are a ubiquitous part of ev-
eryday life, from being bumped while queuing at the store
to a shooting foul while playing basketball. Animation with
natural responses to such perturbation “sells” the physical-
ity of a character. Overly stiff or loose reactions break the
viewer’s suspension of disbelief.

Despite their promise, dynamic characters have seen lim-
ited use in interactive simulations outside of simple rag-doll
behavior. A key impediment is that developers and anima-
tors have been asked to sacrifice a significant amount of
control compared to kinematic animation. The advantage
of physicality– natural response to perturbation– becomes a

weakness when precisely timed motion is needed. Of course,
traditional kinematic animation has no such limitation, but
neither such a capacity. Control over the timing of motion is
often critical for interactive applications– catching a ball, for
example, is problematic if you cannot guarantee the hand’s
location when the ball arrives. To solve these issues, we
present a method to drive a dynamic character byphysical
interpolationof key-frames.

Redefining the dynamics control problem as one of phys-
ical interpolation proves to be quite flexible. We describe
three applications built on physical interpolation: pose con-
trol, key-frame animation, and tracking motion capture.

2. Overview

Our approach to dynamic character control is able to provide
natural-looking motion while honoring timing constraints
and providing realistic response to perturbation. We use tra-
ditional proportional-derivative (PD) feedback controllers to
interpolate between key-frames in a manner analogous to
classic key-frame animation. In general, PD controllers com-
pute the magnitude of the control torqueτ around a joint for
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each time-step as

τ = ks(θ̂−θ)+kd(ω̂−ω), (1)

whereθ̂ andω̂ are the desired position and angular velocity,
θ andω the current position and angular velocity, andks and
kd the parameters that specify the trajectory of the joint’s
motion.

The key innovation of our approach is that the parameters
of the PD equation,ks andkd, are updated in a principled
manner for each joint axis and for each control time-step.
By continuously altering the PD parameters, the controller is
able to respond both to changes in the state of the character
and to external perturbations, all while maintaining timing
constraints.

Many prior dynamic control systems in computer graph-
ics have used PD control, and each has needed some method
for choosing the parameters. The most common approach in
computer graphics has been to carefully “tune” the parame-
ters until the desired motion trajectory is obtained.

A key draw-back to this common approach is that it sim-
ply cannot support more than one motion with timing re-
quirements. To illustrate, suppose an animator wishes a char-
acter’s arm to swing from position A to B in one second (Fig-
ure1, upper). In typical usage, the user would need trial-and-
error to find appropriate(ks,kd) parameters for this motion
timing. If the next step of the animation required the arm to
swing from B to C, the(ks,kd) tuned for the previous swing
now also define the timing of thesecondswing as well. The
user has no control over timing without breaking the previ-
ous (hard won) timing from A to B. It is important to realize
that, even in this extremely simple example, there is sim-
ply no single(ks,kd) that will satisfy this animator’s modest
needs.

Indeed, the difficulty of manually choosing PD parame-
ters does not end there. If the character wishes to perform
the same arm-swing with the same timing as before, but now
with a bent elbow (Figure1, lower), the previous hand-tuned
(ks,kd) parameters will no longer suffice. This is because
thecomposite inertiaof the arm has changed– the bent arm
needs less torque to swing than the straightened arm.

In addition to the timing, the animator is also likely to
wish to control shape of the trajectory for the arm-swing.
With a PD controller, the character of the motion trajec-
tory is determined by the ratio ofkd : ks. An under-damped
controller, with too low a ratio, will cause the arm to oscil-
late unnaturally. But increasing the ratio too much yields an
over-damped controller, which moves too slowly and gives
the impression of a character moving underwater. The com-
promise ratio produces an arm-swing that is fast, smooth
and does not oscillate. This motion is said to becritically
damped. However, the critically damped ratio betweenks

andkd depends on the moment of inertia at the joint, which
in-turn depends on the limb’s composite inertia. With so
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Figure 1: The character demonstrates a simple, single-axis
rotation with two arm positions. The moment of inertia at the
shoulder joint changes dramatically with the bent elbow.

many varying dependencies, hand-tuning PD controllers can
be a daunting task.

Our approach is to eliminate hand-tuning and heuristic
methods to determine the PD parameters, and instead com-
pute them analytically. As was demonstrated with the simple
example of a character swinging a bent arm, any method to
automatically compute the PD parameters must first deter-
mine the composite inertia of all controlled links. In our ap-
proach, we descend the character’s articulated hierarchy and
recursively calculate and store each link’s composite iner-
tia. The implementation, described in Section4.2, is efficient
and absolutely critical to PD control with timing.

An additional complication to PD control is that the con-
trol torque is computed (1) for each joint in isolation. This
introduces error, since the torque from each joint has a di-
rect effect on every other joint in the hierarchy. To account
for this effect, we useparent-torque compensation– that is,
each joint is computed with the knowledge of the net torque
of its parent joints. This approach is an efficient approxima-
tion that provides more precise control and is described in
Section4.4.

c© Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 2007.
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Figure 2: The proportional parameters (ks) used to drive the
examples shown in Figure1.

Arbitrary trajectories, such as motion capture data, can
also be tracked using this low-level controller. By sampling
the motion data, a target key-frame is created and given as
input to the low-level controller. Setting a key-frame based
on the motion data in the near-future provides a principled
means of determining muscle tension, similar to the torque-
based model proposed in [YCP03].

Our approach to control provides several advantages: tim-
ing support, dynamic interpolation, and natural response
with principled tension control.

A key feature of our approach is that timing control re-
mains possible even when the character is subject to un-
known perturbations. Thus our approach offers dynamic ani-
mation the reliability and specifiability familiar to kinematic
animation. This combination of control and support for in-
teraction is of critical importance to real-time games. Sec-
ondly, our method yields natural dynamic responses to per-
turbations. The user specifies the tension of the response by
designating the time allowed before the character returns to
the target trajectory. By providing tension control in human-
readable units (seconds), tension control becomes intuitive
and complements the general focus on precise timing.

3. Background

Currently, the dominant approaches to dynamic con-
trol for real-time animation are robotics-derived con-
trollers [Woo98, FvdPT01a] and tracking of motion cap-
ture [ZH99]. While robotics-derived controllers have
been shown to perform a surprising variety of mo-
tions [HWBO95], they also require a surprising amount
of work for each new behavior. To ameliorate this bur-
den, much effort has gone into re-using kinematic anima-
tion approaches, especially motion capture, for the control
of physically simulated characters. [RGBC96] describes an
approach to generate physically plausible transitions that
stitch together disparate motion data. Transitions are found

that minimize the applied torque, which is computed us-
ing an inverse dynamics algorithm [BP92] that determines
composite inertia in a recursive manner similar to ours.
[MZW99, WJM06] report that world-space error, instead
of joint-space error, provides more stable tracking with a
wider range of control parameters. Weinstein et al [WGF06]
provides a feedback-based trajectory tracking scheme that
uses a similar analytical formulation to ours to guarantee
single time-step error elimination. The focus is exclusively
tracking, however, and perturbation response is not consid-
ered. [ZH99,ZH02,ZMCF05] use stiff feedback controllers
to track the motion capture trajectory in joint-local space.
[ZMCF05, SPF03] consider circumstances where the orig-
inal motion was no longer reachable due to an obstruc-
tion or large perturbation; although we detect such cases,
our approach does not attempt to handle failure circum-
stances. [ZH02] handles reaction to perturbation by switch-
ing to heuristically determined control parameters that re-
quire human “tuning.”

To provide control after a perturbation, [ZH99,ZMCF05]
use aninertia-scaledproportional-derivative controller. This
formulation scales the calculated torque by the mass of the
joint’s out-board link. We follow a similar approach, but
compute thecomposite inertiaof all links distal to the joint
being controlled. Much more accurate control torque is pos-
sible if the correct composite inertia is used. Note that prior
works, such as [ZH02,PZ05], have used composite inertia in
control, but, to our knowledge, the details required to com-
pute the composite inertia have not been provided in the
computer graphics literature.

Lee and Terzopoulos [LT06] describe a biomechanical ap-
proach to tension control based on modeling multiple antag-
onistic muscles. Their approach produces high-quality mo-
tion with controllable levels of tension, and even demon-
strates tracking of motion capture data. However, it is un-
clear how or even if such detailed modeling could be scaled
to control entire characters in real-time.

Neff and Fiume [NF02] provide an approach to automat-
ically computing the PD control parameters, which is the
basis of our physical interpolation approach. However, their
approach is limited to pose-to-pose transitions by design,
and it remains unclear how it might be used to interpolate
between general key-frames (with non-zero end velocities)
or track motion capture.

Tension control has also been examined specifically in
the context of tracking motion capture data. Zordan and
Hodgins [ZH02] provide a heuristic rule for determining
the proportional-derivative parameters for perturbation re-
sponse. Yin et al [YCP03] suggest obtaining the tension level
from an estimation of muscle activation, where activation is
derived from joint torque computed using inverse dynamics.
This is directly analogous to our handling of tension during
motion tracking, and is a direct result of high-torques being
derived from high-stiffness control parameters.

c© Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 2007.
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Both inverse dynamics [YCP03] and very stiff feedback
controllers [ZH02] provide excellent solutions to the prob-
lem of tracking motion, but such tracking suffers from being
too precise– natural responses to perturbations are lost. In
fact, both of these approaches resort to PD control for per-
turbation response.

4. Physical Interpolation of Key-Frames

Our control approach is based on the ability to drive a char-
acter’s joint to a specified key-frame. For our purposes, a
key-frame, or “physical key-frame,” is a tuple of desired
joint-position θ̂, desired joint-velocityω̂ and target timêt:
γ = (θ̂, ω̂, t̂). The control approach described in this sec-
tion allows an animator to specify a set of key-frames di-
rectly analogous to traditional spline-based kinematic inter-
polation. Additionally, this low-level approach can be used
to track existing motion trajectories, as described in Sec-
tion 5.3.

The torque of theith joint τi targeting thekth key-
frameγk = (θ̂k, ω̂k, t̂k) is computed using the proportional-
derivative controller (1). During the controller update cycle,
the PD control parameters,ks andkd, are calculated to match
the timing of the next key-frame. The functionψ(·) is used
to compute these parameters and is defined as

(ks,kd) = ψ(D(q),γk) = ψ(D(q),(θ̂k, ω̂k, t̂k)), (2)

whereD(q) is the combined inertia tensor of the out-board
body segments, and depends on the current state of the char-
acterq. Calculatingψ requires determining the composite
moment of inertia (Section4.2), the scalar moment (Sec-
tion 4.3), and compensating for the effect of parent joint’s
torque (Section4.4). An example of the output ofψ(·) for a
simple key-frame animation is provided in Figure3.

4.1. Proportional-Derivative Parameters

The method of automatic calculation of the proportional-
derivative parameters usingψ, defined in (2), is a major ele-
ment of this paper’s contribution.ψ provides the parameters
that allow a particular joint to reach its target state in time
t̂, using the PD controller from (1). This can be written as a
second-order ordinary differential equation inθ, with θ̇ = ω
andmas the moment of inertia about the joint axis,

mθ̈−ks(θ̂−θ)−kd(ω̂−ω) = 0. (3)

The analytical solution provides the basis for determiningψ.
In particular, the difference between the desiredθ andω and
the system’s actual state is reduced in the shortest time when
the system iscritically damped. This requires the parame-
ters to satisfyk2

s − 4 m kd = 0, wherem is the moment of
inertia around the axis of applied torque [Bar98]. With this
constraint, a simpler parameterization can be derived using
the desired timêt to eliminate a given fraction of the errorf .
A reasonable value forf is 0.9, which reduces the error to
10% in timetd [Bar98].
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Figure 3: The character moves through a series of poses in
time to a popular song. The poses targeted are arm positions
for the letters YMCA (see supplemental video). Through-
out the animation, each controller update calculatesψ(·)→
(ks,kd). The calculated values for the character’s shoulder
joint change with each time-step to ensure correct timing
throughout the animation. Manually determining these val-
ues, even for a single joint, would be difficult.

Since the decay rate of the error is exponential when crit-
ically damped, the numbern of time constants needed to
eliminate the fractionf of the error isn=−1/ ln( f ) [BD91].
This determines the time constant,λ, needed to reduce the
error adequately in timêt: λ = t̂/n.

τ =
m
λ2 (θ̂−θ)+2

m
λ

(ω̂−ω). (4)

This approach is directly analogous to the second-order dif-
ferential equation describing the decay of constraint error in
Barzel and Barr [BB88], but rather than attempting to elimi-
nate the error in one time-step, our method reaches the target
state int̂ seconds and provides support for a non-zero target
first-derivative.

4.2. Composite Inertia Tensor

To determine the momentm in (4) the composite inertia ten-
sor of out-board links is needed. Inertia tensors sum nat-
urally, so Di..n = ∑n

j=i D j is the composite inertia tensor
for joints i throughn. However, this expression holds only
for inertia tensors in the same coordinate system. Dynamics
simulators typically store each link’s inertia tensor in link-
local coordinates for efficiency and convenience, so conver-
sion to a consistent frame is required.

The recursive Newton-Euler formulation, proposed
by [LWP80], is efficient [Lil93] and easy to implement. For
each connecting joint in the articulated object, transform the
child’s inertia tensor into the parent’s coordinate frame, and
replace the parent’s inertia tensor with the sum of parent and
child. By starting the recursion at each end-effector and en-
suring to accumulate over each joint once, the composite in-
ertia for each link is compute inO(n) time.

c© Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 2007.
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Figure 4: This schematic shows the geometrical elements
used by (5) to transform the inertia tensor of the ith child link
into the parent link’s(i−1)th coordinate frame, and by (7)
to calculate the moment around joint axissi . The transfor-
mation from child to parent is a translationpi and rotation
Ri . In the child’s link-local origin, the position vector of the
center-of-mass isci and the position vector of the joint isdi .

To perform the transformation from child to parent, the
coordinate system transform is decomposed into a rotation
matrix,R, and the linear distance from the child’s to the par-
ent’s coordinate framep. The position vector of the center of
mass in the child’s coordinate frame isc. The child’s inertia
tensorD is transformed to its parent’s coordinate frameD′

by

D′ = RDRT
−M ([p][Rc]+ [Rc][p]+ [p][p]) , (5)

whereM is the scalar mass of the child link and[·] is the
notation for the skew-symmetric matrix defined byu× v =
[u]v, or equivalently,

[u] =





0 −uz uy

uz 0 −ux

−uy ux 0



 . (6)

Using this expression, a composite inertia tensorDi
i..n for

link i can be computed recursively, from distal to proximal.
The composite tensor is expressed in theith link’s coordinate
frame, and combines its own and all of its out-board links’
inertia, fromi to the distal-end linkn.

4.3. Moment of Inertia about the Joint Axis

With the composite inertia tensor of theith joint in link-
local coordinatesDi

i..n available, we can compute the mo-
ment of inertia about theith joint’s axis of torquesi using
the parallel-axis theorem as

mi = si ·Di
i..nsi +Mi..n

∥

∥

∥
(ci..n

i −di)×si

∥

∥

∥

2
, (7)

whereci..n
i is the vector from the combined center of mass

and Mi..n the combined scalar mass of theith link and all
child links,di is the vector from the link’s coordinate frame
to the joint, andsi is a unit vector. Bothci..n

i andMn..i can

be computed during the same recursive traversal from end-
effectors to the root that is used to computeDi

i..n (see Sec-
tion 4.2), keeping the time-complexity atO(n).

4.4. Parent-Torque Compensation

The computation ofψ in each controller update provides a
precise estimate of the torque needed to reach the target key-
frame at the appropriate time. To improve its accuracy, each
joint estimates how the combined torque of all inboard (par-
ent) joints will affect it. The joint then is able to compensate
for the induced acceleration on its axis of rotation,si . The
total angular acceleration applied to jointi in world coordi-
nates is

ai =
i−1

∑
j=0

τ j

mj
Gw

j sj , (8)

whereGw
j is the transformation matrix from thejth link-

local coordinates to world coordinates,mj is the moment of
composite inertia (7), andτ j is the computed scalar torque
around thejth joint from (4).

The required torque to compensate for the applied angular
accelerationai is that acceleration projected onto the joint-
axis in world coordinates,

ui = ai · (G
w
j si). (9)

With the addition of this term, we obtain the final expression
for the control torque of theith joint, so (4) becomes,

τi =
mi

λ2 (θ̂i −θi)+2
mi

λ
(ω̂i −ωi)+ai · (G

w
j si). (10)

This final torque is applied to the joint as long asτi < τmax,
i.e., as long as the computed torque is below the maximum
allowed torque for the joint. If the torque exceedsτmax, then
the character is not strong enough to match the desired mo-
tion. A failure message can be communicated to the control-
ling application, and [ZMCF05,SPF03] suggest approaches
to handling such conditions.

4.5. Efficiency of Control

The full process of calculating the control torque consists of
two passes through articulated link hierarchy and is summa-
rized in Algorithm1. First, the composite inertia pass, de-
scribed in Section4.2, recursively descends from each end-
effector toward the root, visiting each link once to accumu-
late the composite inertia for the current state,D(q). Sec-
ond, the torque is computed once for each joint in (10) is
computed once for each joint, accumulating the link’s an-
gular accelerationai following the hierarchy from root to
end-effector.

5. Applications

5.1. Key-Frame Animation

We have described a method to physically interpolate key-
frames. It is simple to integrate this low-level controller into

c© Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 2007.
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Algorithm 1 ComputeControlTorque(q,γ)→ τ
for all links l , descendingdo

if parent(l) existsthen
Dl ← Dl + trans f ormInertia(Dparent(l), l) {see (5)}

end if
j = outboardJointO f Link(l)
a j ← 0

end for
for all joints i, ascendingdo

l ← outboardLinkO f Joint(i)
(ksi,kdi)← ψ(Dl ,γi)
mi ←moment(Dl , i) {see (7)}
ui ← parentTorque(i,ai) {see (9)}
τi ← PD(ql ,mi ,ksi,kdi,γi ,ui) {see (10)}
τi ←min(τi ,τmax)
for all joints c in children(l) do

ac← ac + trans f orm(τi/mi ,c) {see (8)}
end for

end for
return τ

a traditional key-frame animation system. As detailed in Al-
gorithm1, the required input to the system is the current state
vectorq and a vector of the target key-frames(γ1,γ2, . . .).
The motion between key-frames is specified by the first
derivativesω̂, analogous to Hermite spline interpolation, and
determined by the dynamics of PD control.

5.2. Pose Control

If a set of target key-frames specifies all the controllable
degrees-of-freedom for a particular time, then that set of key-
frames is said to define apose. Dynamic controllers of sur-
prising complexity [FvdPT01b, HWBO95, vKF94, YLv07]
have been built by creating a finite-state machine (FSM) that
controls the target pose. Our physical interpolation system
supports this approach directly through a simple scripting
system.

As an example of simple control, the supplementary video
includes an animation of a skeleton conducting Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony. The controlling script demonstrates the
power of the approach– only target (pose, time) tuples are
specified. It should be noted that no other parameters are pro-
vided to the system and no “hand-tuning” has taken place.
Below is an excerpt of the script.

...
skeleton.setTargetPose( “ArmsFront”, 0.3 )
skeleton.setTargetPose( “ArmsUp”, 0.3 )
skeleton.setTargetPose( “Out”, 0.3 )
skeleton.setTargetPose( “UpBeat”, 0.4 )
skeleton.setTargetPose( “DownBeat”, 0.545 )
skeleton.setTargetPose( “UpBeat”, 0.545 )
...
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Figure 5: The output ofψ(·) for the X-axis of the left and
right shoulders during the conducting motion shown in the
supplementary video.

The parameters for the character’s shoulder joints gener-
ated by this script are shown in Figure5.

5.3. Tracking Motion Capture

A variety of approaches to tracking motion capture has been
proposed in animation literature, with the most common be-
ing stiff PD control [ZH02, ZMCF05], and inverse dynam-
ics [YCP03]. Our approach also uses PD control, building
directly on the physical key-frame interpolation control de-
scribed (Section4).

At each control time-step, a desired key-frameγ is cre-
ated by sampling the motion capture data. This key-frame
contains joint velocity, which be obtained from the motion
capture data by using the finite difference between frames.

5.3.1. Perturbation Response

When a perturbation to the character is detected (such as an
unexpected collision), a parameterδ controls the stiffness of
the response by specifying the time, in seconds, to resolve
the perturbation and return the character’s motion to the mo-
tion capture trajectory.

On disturbance, a new key-frame vectorγt+δ is created by
sampling the motion capture data at time(t + δ). Targeting
γt+δ guarantees that the perturbation response will be com-
pleted by timet + δ. During thisδ second window, the mo-
tion capture is no longer tracked and only the new key-frame
at t +δ is used.

The δ parameter allows a principled, known-units (sec-
onds) parameter for controlling the response stiffness.

6. Results

With our method, the animator need only specify a set of
key-frames containing desired position, velocity and timing
information. In Figure6 (top row), a character catches a

c© Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 2007.
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moving ball based on a single key-frame with timing infor-
mation. In the bottom row, the character’s arm responds to an
external disturbance and still catches the ball at the correct
time, without requiring any additional effort or information
from the animator.

In Figure7, we compare our method to a manually tuned
PD controller. The two characters go through four key-
frames following the popular “YMCA” dance. The manually
tuned system has been adjusted to reach the “Y” key-frame
at the appropriate time. As expected, the timing of the subse-
quent key-frames is off. It is worth noting that in the case of
the manually tuned system, it took a fairly experienced stu-
dent several minutes to get the timing of the “Y” key-frame
correct. Using our approach, the user has only to specify the
desired time of the key-frame.

In Figure8, we compare our method to a “locally” crit-
ically damped PD controller that does not account for the
composite inertia of the articulated chain. The two characters
conduct the opening movement of Beethoven’s Fifth Sym-
phony by interpolating between twelve poses. Our approach
provides natural looking motion with correct timing.

6.1. Implementation

The results provided used a character model with 39
degrees-of-freedom and human-like limb-lengths, masses,
and moments of inertia. We used the DANCE animation
environment [SFNTH05] with the Open Dynamics En-
gine [Smi07] for forward-dynamics simulation and collision
detection.

7. Discussion and Limitations

The described approach to dynamic character control em-
phasizes practical utility and natural-looking motion. Since
PD control is equivalent to a spring force, using a PD
controller to resolve error from perturbation is equiva-
lent to the parallel-elastic element of the Hill-type muscle
model [ZW90], providing a representation of passive neu-
romotor feedback [YCP03]. This approximation may not
be sufficiently accurate for demanding applications. In par-
ticular, muscle stiffness is known to be a non-linear func-
tion of a variety of factors, most importantly extension
length [WC00]. In addition, PD control is well-known to
exhibit steady-state error in the presence of external forces
(such as gravity). As our approach is based on PD control, it
also suffers from such errors and key-frame targets may not
be reached precisely.

Our approach for compensating for parent torque, in Sec-
tion 4.4, uses only a single pass from the root to end-
effectors. Although efficient, the algorithm does not take
into account subsequent effects of child torques on parent
joints. An O(n3) algorithm that simultaneously solves for
the torque at all joints is described as Method 3 in [WO82].

An additional complication to our recursive formula-
tion is that it assumes the character has a fixed base
serving as root. This assumption suffices for upper-body
motion, since the torso dominates the mass of the sys-
tem and provides an approximately fixed platform. The
fixed-root assumption is particularly well-suited for sys-
tems using balance-assisting root springs to stabilize the
character [vL95,WJM06,SCAF07]. However, the proposed
method is not appropriate for determining control parame-
ters for support limbs.

Perturbations that are sufficiently strong and close to a tar-
get key-frame will require unnaturally large joint torques to
meet the timing constraint. In these cases, we apply a per-
joint limit on torque (seeτmax in Section4.4). A single, time-
invariant, per-joint limit does not accurately model maxi-
mum muscle exertion, since a variety of additional factors
are known [WC00], such as fatigue.

8. Conclusion

We have presented an approach to controlling the timing and
apparent stiffness of motion using PD control for dynamic
characters. An animator specifies a set of key-frames and
the associated timing information. Our system automatically
computes the proportional and derivative parameters of the
PD controller. The resulting parameters yield control torques
that honor the timing of the provided key-frames even when
the character is disturbed by external forces. The resulting
character motion exhibits natural stiffness. The proposed ap-
proach is efficient, straight-forward to implement, and en-
tirely automatic.
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Figure 6: A character catches a red ball at the specified time both undisturbed (top)and when disturbed by a dynamic object
(bottom).

Figure 7: Snapshots from characters performing the YMCA “dance.” Our method (top) vs. PD controllers using constant,
manually tuned parameters (bottom).

Figure 8: Snapshots from characters conducting Beethoven’s 5th. Our method (top) vs. critically damped PD controllers cal-
culated using only single-link inertia (bottom).
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